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Keep abreast of all the latest news fromBDS

ALL EARLY
ADOPTERS

BDS’s Academic Library Licence launchedwith the
supply ofmetadata to the University of the Arts
London. Service began on 1st June, 2021.
The ALL simplifies, standardises and hence reduces
the costs ofmetadata provision to universities. The
service is available throughout the UK.
Four further early adopters have since gone live.
Sheffield HallamUniversity began receivingmetadata
on 1st July, and Imperial College London joined on
1stAugust and the University of Bath at the start of
September. Liverpool University is undertaking a
phased implementation.
Simplicity, quality and savings
The ALL provides high-quality, consistentMARC
records for new additions to stock. It includes all
English language print, ebook or open access titles
published after 1st January 2010 and existing earlier
records. Therefore, it coversmost records required by
UK and Irish universities. Also, access to the complete
BDS database provides records for download to
upgrade existing holdings.
A service shaped by users
AUser Group shapes the future of the Academic
Library Licence and thus ensures that itmeets the
needs of the UKHE library community.
“The response of some of the UK’smajor academic
institutions is very encouraging,” says Heather
Sherman at BDS. “For example, thework we are doing
with LMSs and early adopters to implement fully-
automatedworkflows is leading to significant savings
in staff time.
Newpricingmodel
“Moreover, we revised our pricingwhichwas originally
based on SCONUL statistics. The total number of
ebooks inflates the true figure for the resulting
number of records that BDSwould provide. So, BDS
has reduced the prices quoted during Jisc’s
consultation exercise.
“Aswe progress, we feel sure that universities will see
the advantages, for example, in terms of financial
savings. This, allied with improved service and
collection discoverability, will make the ALL an
essential part of tomorrow’s academic library service.”

To find outmore about pricing contact Heather
Sherman: heather.sherman@bdslive.com, 07711 378
086. More information is also available on pages 6 and
7 of this issue of BDSlife, and on our website.

BDSDirector of Library
Sales, Sarah Armitage, is
back on the road visiting
library services around
theUK.
“It feels great tomeet
people in real life once
again,” says Sarah.
“Virtual meetings have
proved invaluable in
maintaining contact and
ensuring services remain
at optimal levels
throughout the
pandemic. However,
nothing can replace
seeing customers in their
ownworking
environments.”

Sarah recently visited East Sussex Libraries. There
shemetwith Chris Desmond and Sara Leonard.

“It gave us the opportunity to explore options for
service enhancements in amuchmore practical, real-
worldmanner as wemove into new library
environments post-pandemic,” says Sarah.

“It is great to have BDS continuing to supply quality
records as we try andmanage stock for new social
distancing libraries,” says Chris Desmond.

Sarah is keen tomeet customers and potential new
clients interested in BDS’s services to libraries.

“Now,more than ever, we realise what can be
achieved face to face aswe exit this pandemic,” says
Sarah. “Aswe look for ways towork together and
enhance services to the public in a safemanner, I want
libraries to know that BDS is here tomeet with and
talk to.”

Contact Sarah on sarah.armitage@bdslive.comor
07860 324570 to arrange ameeting.

ONTHEROADAGAIN

BDSATBASEAWARDS
The British Association for Screen Entertainment
(BASE) held its annual awards ceremony at London’s
Roundhouse on the 18thNovember 2021. The gala
event celebrated the achievements of distribution,
retail, creative andmedia in the home
entertainment industry.
As in previous years, BDSwas a sponsor. Categories
for the awards covered campaigns for film and TV
across various budgets, creativemarketing,
innovation, and physical and digital retailer of the year.
BDS sponsored the award for best External Teamof
the Year. Other sponsors included Universal Pictures
UK,Warner Bros Home Entertainment Group and The
Walt Disney Company.
The shortlist for External Teamof the Year comprised
design and packaging company, ASGSpark, design
andmarketing agencyOC, and Visual Data, which
offers contentmanagement solutions. Thewinner,
announced on the night, will be featured in a soon-to-
be published article in BDSlife.
“We’re proud to be keeping such great company,” says
Barry Smith of BDSwho attended the evening. “These
awards showcase thewealth of talent working in
entertainmentmedia and so point to a bright future
for home entertainment in the UK.”
Protecting and informing
BDS suppliesmetadata on film releases to BASE,
thereby enabling copyright protection and
information access. BASE promotes growth across
the home entertainmentmarket whichwasworth
£3.3 billion in 2020. This represents a 26% increase on
2019.
“Home entertainment via purchase, rental or
subscription has grown incredibly,” says Barry. “This

may be due to coronavirus but I don’t see it changing
aswe exit the pandemic. So, home entertainment is
bigger than ever and thatmeanswe need the best
possiblemetadata to drive themarket.”
Dress to impress
In line with such unprecedented successes in the
sector, the awards are adopted a “creative and
celebratory” dress code. So, attendeeswere asked to
“dress to impress and in whatevermakes you feel like
amillion dollars”. A percentage of the proceeds from
the eveningwent to BASE’s charity partner, Action for
Children.
“We cannot wait to bring our guests together for the
41st annual BASEAwards, set to be a night of
spectacular celebration.” said Vicki Geddes,
Commercial Manager at BASE and Industry Trust for IP
Awareness before the event. “BASEwould like to
thankWest10 and all its sponsors thatmake the
awards ceremony possible and such a fantastic
event.”
You can find outmore about BASE by visiting
www.baseorg.uk.

NEWWAYSOF
WORKING
JobOpportunities at BDS
BDS hasworked hard as a result of the recent
lockdowns to develop newworkingmethods for its
cataloguing staff. As a result of the need for remote
working, BDS IT and training staff have created the
possibility for cataloguers towork from locations
across the UK. Thismeans the BDS team, once
based solely at the BDS offices in Dumfries, can
extend towherever there is an adequate internet
connection.
“This is an example of how adversity can be turned to
advantage,” says Eric Green, ManagingDirector,
BDSDigital. “What we thought would be a threat to
our businessmodel, has allowed us to expand our
team.Our innovations offer opportunities to
cataloguers seekingwork anywhere in the UK or
potentially, anywhere in theworld.”
Alongside the necessary equipment, delivered
through BDS’s Digital division, training via Zoom and
an optional introductory session at the BDS offices
gets new staffmembers with existing experience of
subject analysis and cataloguing up and running.
Investment and opportunity
“Training to use the proprietary BDS software and
applying the BDSMethod requires significant
investment in our staff,” says LesleyWhyte. “But it is
this combination of factors thatmakes BDS one of
the leadingmetadata suppliers to libraries in the
world. It ismore than an investment in our business; it
is an investment in the skills and capabilities of our
nation’s libraries.”
The new horizons offered by remoteworkingmeans
that cataloguers are now creating BDS records in
Argyll and Bute, Glasgow, Gloucestershire, Norfolk,
Stirlingshire and Yorkshire, in addition to locations
throughout Dumfries andGalloway. BDS is looking
forward to recruitingmore staff and applications from
interested individuals are encouraged.
Keep an eye on https://www.bdslive.com/job-
vacancies/ for jobs and specifications.
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Barry Smith, Director of Business Development,
Alliances & Strategy at BDS, is a great believer in the
business ethic behind PopMid, labelled “the nicest
music tradeshowon Earth.”
“BDSWest10was a proud sponsor of the Tenth
Edition of the PopMid industry gathering,” says Barry
as he scrolls down to the BDSWest10 logo in the list of
sponsors on the PopMid homepage, www.popmid.eu.
“The laid-back, alternative feel to the event reflects
themarket’s new-found passion for physical product.
Vinyl, cassette andCD still have a place inmusic-
lovers’ hearts. It’s an alternative to the digital
mainstreamwith a passionate following.”

PopMid takes place at hotel-resort inQuarteira,
Portugal. Set in the Algarve, a region that tops the
charts in CondéNast Traveller’s top 20 holiday spots in
theworld, it certainly has the location. This year’s
event, the 10th, took place between 22nd and 26th
September. It is the brain-child of Frank van Vliet, a
music entrepreneur fromTheNetherlands. Franck
realised therewas a need for a cheaper andmore
cheerful music industry tradeshow. This went on to
develop into the first PopMid in 2012.

The hotel grounds are the tradeshow floor. Delegates
pick a table somewhere in the large outside area by the
pool. There they display their promotionalmaterial and
sit downwith clients or business partners.

“PopMid has no guest speakers, no specific focus or
theme and yet it hosts the entire industry spectrum,”
explains Barry.

PopMid oozesmusic
Everybody in themusic industry is welcome at PopMid,
from the smallest indie label to the largest distributor.
Transport and distribution companies, legal firms
specialising inmusic industry consultancy,
management and licensing companies, content
owners and creators, rights holders, digital service
providers, promotion agencies and internetmusic
platforms attend.
BDS suppliesmetadata tomany key players in the
music industry as well as retailers large and small. Over
the last twelvemonths, the pandemic has highlighted
the need for retailers to be online. This, in turn, has
accentuated the need for high qualitymetadata. As a

result, BDS has begun towork withmore small indie
record stores and specialist vinyl-only sites. The
upshot is an increase in online sales.
Shifting platforms, same passion
“While themusic industry has shifted frommaterial
artefacts such as cassettes, CDs and Vinyl albums to
more fluid and intangible digital formats, the overall
feeling fromparticipants was that looking to the
medium-term, the core value chain of the physical
music industry is likely to change slowly,” reports Barry.
Effects of Covid
“Covid has had amajor impact on themusic industry
and events and travel,” says Barry. “However, easing of
restrictionsmeans that it was possible to safely gather
again, with safeguards and restrictions still in place.

“Despite the scaled-down version, quiet proceedings
and low-key outlook, this year’s event offered a great
opportunity to catch upwith existing clients and
industry contacts as well asmeeting new prospective
customers fromEurope andUSA.

“PopMid enabledme to spread themessage about the
need for qualitymetadata in today’smusic
marketplace. I met attendees from around Europe as
well as the UK. Overall, the event was a great success
for the re-emerging physical industry.”

Contact Barry on +44(0)772 500 1833 or
barry.smith@bdslive.com

WLIC 2021ONLINE
ANDLIVELY

This year, IFLA’sWorld Library and Information
Congresswas a virtual event, a result of the ongoing
pandemic.
While everyonemisses the buzz of a live conference
and the opportunity tomeet people in person, there
aremany positive features that the virtual event has
introduced. For one, accessibility improved through
online access. Delegates participated from remote
locations as did thoseworkingwithin systemswith less
resources. So,moving forward, the hybrid conference
will be the norm.

The “virtualism” of our newworkingworld was
underscoredwith relevance to BDS in a paper
presented byMaudHenry, DataOperator at the Royal
Library of Belgium (KBR). Entitled “Towards
dematerialized cataloguing at KBR: Covid as a
Catalyst”, Henry explored the ramifications of
metadata creation on publications during the period of
compulsory teleworking, eventuallymoving to an
80-20 split in favour of working fromhome.

Subject to Change
The presentation confronted and analysedmany of the
issues, both advantageous and problematic, that have
faced BDS over the past 18months. Henry’s
conclusionswere positive. She observed that there
was an improvement in the internal book chain and a
greater transparency in thework process. However,
questions remain, she states, over the effects of long-
term teleworking on staffmotivation.

Black LivesMatter has raised challenging and engaging
questions around subject analysis. One session dealt
directly with how to deal with changing subject
headings as a result of the increased awareness of
ethnic diversity and attitudes across communities.

Go to: https://blogs.ifla.org/ci/2021/08/27/saa-open-
session-at-wlic-2021-subject-to-change-how-to-
deal-with-changes-in-subject-information-
presentations/ formore information.

This is an important debatewhich BDSwill continue to
engagewith and report on as progress and consensus
develops.

ISNI
ISNI (International Standard Name Identifier) is a hot
topic. A stepping stone to achieving LinkedData, the
integration of ISNI into national bibliographic
databases is ongoing inmany countries. MaudHenry
touched on this in relation to the Royal Library of
Belgium in her papermentioned above. BDS is working
with the British Library on achieving this and BDS also
built the ISNI agencywebsite.

Looking Forward
All WLIC delegates are looking forward to a real-world
conference in Dublin, Ireland, 2022. Nothing can
replacemeeting colleagues in a conference
environment, or the opportunity to visit a new part of
theworld. However, our virtual conference in 2021 has
taught usmuch and embraced theworld across time-
zones and cultures. NowWLIC has themeans tomeet
in one place across the globe.

BDSBACKS POPMID 2021



BDS PROFESSIONALS
Through involvement in national and international
committees andworking parties, the expert team at
BDS is at the forefront of defining and implementing
emerging library standards.

FREEINGUPCATALOGUERS
By providing high-quality, library-customised records,
the ALL frees up cataloguers to use their specialist
knowledge and expertise tomaintain reading list
systems, provide advice and guidance onmetadata
management for research repositories, or catalogue
special collections.

EBOOKSCOVERED
BDS provides high-qualityMARC records in response
to orders for ebook titles in the samemanner as
orders for print books. BDSworks closely with ebook
publishers and aggregators to ensure that ebook
records are available as early in the publishing cycle as
possible.

RDA, BIBFRAME and LINKEDDATA?
BDS, first in theworld to implement cataloguing using
the RDA standard, also applies RDA principles
retrospectively to AACR2 records,maintaining
standards for oldermaterial.

BibFrame is the newmodel for bibliographic description
developed by the Library of Congress, designed to
provide linked data principles for usewithin and outside
the library community. BDS data will be compatible with
BibFrame as the standard develops.

Inclusion of URIs in BDSmetadata is in development. A
project between BDS and the British Library to include
ISNI in bibliographic records is a first step towards linked
library data.

COLLABORATION
BDSworks collaboratively with its academic library
customers. A User Group shapes the future of the
Academic Library Licence and ensures that itmeets
the needs of the UKHE library community, now and in
the future.

MEETINGREQUIREMENTS
Recordsmeet the SUPCmandatorymetadata
requirements and theNAGSUPCMetadata Profiles.
BDS can include library-specific identifiers to improve
recordmatching and de-duplication efforts and
improve authority control, both of which are hugely
beneficial to shared databases.

NEWMETADATASTANDARDS
BDS staff have a long history of involvement in
national and international standards committees for
MARC21, RDA andDDC, ensuring that our records
adhere to the latest developments.

BDSwill be ready to provide BibFrame recordswhen
this is adopted by libraries andwill continue to provide
MARC21 records to those libraries using that format.

URIs are key to support library linked data and the
development of entity-based cataloguing, BDS is
partneringwith the British Library to include ISNIs in
our records and is developingways to include the URIs
of vocabulary encoding schemes such as RDA lists of
terms.

heather.sherman@bdslive.com
07711 378 086
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Contact Heather Sherman to find outmore

THE FUTUREOFTHEACADEMIC LIBRARYCATALOGUE

The BDSAcademic Library Licence (ALL) offers full, book-in-handMARC
records on or before publication for new additions to stock for all English
language print, ebook or open access titles published after 1st January 2010
or for which BDS already has a full record.

Access to the complete BDS database is also provided so that records can be
downloaded to upgrade existing holdings. Thus, the licence coversmost
records required by UK and Irish universities.

Once these reliable BDS records are in the LMS, efficiencies across the entire
supply chain are generated. Cataloguers no longer need to spend time
quality-checking records as BDS records adhere to all current, agreed library
standards.

With the BDSALL, confidence in themetadata loaded into library systems is
restoredwhile seamless, hands-off delivery ofMARC records dovetails with
orders andworkflows for ALL holders without the need for any intervention
by library staff.

HOWDOES ITWORK?

Through collaborationwith academic library suppliers and library systems
suppliers, BDS ensures that subscribing libraries receive the catalogue
records they require at point of purchase, fitting in with existingworkflows.

One of themeasures used for calculating pricing during the Jisc consultation
exercise earlier this year was based on SCONUL statistics. Feedback has
shown that including the total number of eBooks inflated the true figure for
the number of records that BDSwould be expected to provide, so BDS has
reduced prices accordingly.

A dedicatedHelpdesk for Licence holders will provide direct access for
cataloguers to BDS’s expert teamof practitioners whowill help with
cataloguing queries.

“The issue of poor or variable quality bibliographic metadata has been ongoing in
the sector for a number of years, and we see the BDS Academic Library Licence as
a way of consolidating our supply, ensuring predictable costs, and guaranteeing a
level of consistency."
AndrewKnight, Acquisitions andContent ServicesManager, Imperial College London
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BDSBUILDS EUROSPANBOOKSTORE

RESEARCHACCESSIBLE TOALLWITHA2R

Leading international bookmarketing, sales and
distribution company, Eurospan, selected BDS to
build its newonline bookstore.
The Eurospan Bookstore featuresmore than 200,000
titles fromover 200 publishers represented by
Eurospan. It offers a convenient route for academics
and professionals to purchasematerial online.
BDS has a long-standing, successful working
relationship with Eurospan. This includes the provision
of Eurospan’s bibliographic database.
BDS also provides online solutions formajor players in
the book industry, such asMacmillan Education, Melia
and BatchLine.
“BDS is delighted to be selected by such a reputable,
international agent,” says Eric Green, Managing
Director, Digital, at BDS. “TheDigital team at BDS
worked alongside our client at every stage of the build
to ensure the Eurospan Bookstore delivers a
multinational, multi-currency platform that is easy to
manage and attractive for visitors.”
A comprehensive offering
The newwebsite offers Google and pdf previews,
author pageswhich can also be developed intomini
author websites, best sellers, new releases and special
offers, eBook handling and supplier integration, price
and availability, geo-located currency handling,multi-
language page support and the integration ofmultiple
databases. Searches undertaken by publisher, title,
subject, ISBN, keyword or publication date convert
readily to secure orders with freeworldwide delivery.
Thewebsite displays targeted selections and links
directly to a distribution service, working across
multiple currencies
“BDS is able to draw on its huge breadth of experience
working in the book industry,” adds Eric. “This includes
our engagement with the development of
international book industry standards, websites for

organisations such as ISNI, our cataloguingwork with
the British Library and our work with industry news
outlet, BookBrunch.”
Streamlined fulfillment
Among themany “under the bonnet” features, the
website links directly to Turpin Distribution. This
results in a system that can be notified of new titles
and display themnext daywhile orders are fulfilled
automatically.
“Eurospan hasworkedwith BDS for over a decade,”
says James Smith, Head ofMarketingOperations at
Eurospan. “Our bibliographic database is central to all
our operations and holds over 200,000 available
products. For the latest version of our online
bookstore, connecting directly to this databasewith a
website built by BDSwas the natural choice. The
integration is seamless, providing a great customer
experience andwe are extremely happywith the new
website.”
Visit the Eurospan bookstore at
www.eurospanbookstore.comor via Eurospan’s parent
website, www.eurospan.co.uk.

As libraries across the UK reopen following lockdown, Access to Research (A2R), the
initiative to connect the public with the best of open access academic research
through theUK’s public library network, has revamped itswebsite
(https://www.accesstoresearch.org.uk).

Themove should prove helpful asmore people work and undertake research from
home-based locations following changes towork routines caused by the pandemic. The
newwebsite is simpler, faster and clearer and the A2R service promises to enhance the

offering of libraries to their local communities.

Visitors to participating public libraries can access over 30million academic articles, delivered digitally, on topics
as wide-ranging as art, architecture, biological sciences, business, engineering, environmental science, film,
health, history, journalism, languages, politics, philosophy, physics, religion, social sciences, andmathematics.

The service is designed to be used by everyonewhile it will be of particular value to students and independent
researchers. The vast range ofmaterial availablemeans there is something for the curious browser and the
dedicated professional.

The top ten searches for August of 2020 give an indication of the variety of uses for A2R. Top of the list was
creative writing, closely followed byGerman prisoners of war, singing techniques, Plymouth blitz, farming UK,
genetics and diabetes, North Korea, prison chaplains, Yorkshire Dales, and Agatha Christie.

Access to Researchwas developed and is run by the Public Licensing Society (PLS) and is a collaboration between
publishers, represented by the Publishers Association, and librarians, represented by Libraries Connected. The
search and delivery software, Summon, is provided free of charge by ProQuest.

It came about because of the Finch Report, published in June 2012. The report recommended thatmajor journal
publishers should enable public libraries to providewalk-in users with free access to academic journal articles on
public library premises.

Thewebsite has been updated so that the section on participating libraries now uses amapwith a “click to
discovermore” facility. There is a list of participating publishers which includes Springer Nature, Taylor & Francis,
Wiley, SAGE, Elsevier, OUP, CUP and The Royal Society.

“BDS is delighted to recommend the A2R service to public libraries that haven’t yet enrolled and thereby offered
this remarkable online research resource to their customers,” says Sarah Armitage, Director of Library Sales at
BDS. “It is an invaluable resource that complements the changes BDS is bringing to themarket with its new
Academic Library Licence, which is aimed at improving the discovery and sharing of resources in higher education
libraries.”

Howdo Libraries Gain Access to A2R?

Access to A2R is free. All UK local authorities across England, Scotland,Wales andNorthern Ireland arewelcome
to opt their libraries in to the Access to Research initiative. Simply email accesstoresearch@pls.org.uk to find out
more.

HowCan Publishers Participate?

All academic publishers are welcome tomake available their open access journals into the Access to Research
initiative. Please note that the service is for online content only. To find outmore contact A2R
on accesstoresearch@pls.org.uk.

For thosewishing to find outmore online, there is an introductory webinar and a further webinar that answers
users’ common questionswhich also offers advice about promoting the service. This can be found in the About us
section of the Access to Researchwebsite (https://www.accesstoresearch.org.uk) under the question “How can
librarians and publishers get involved?”
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BDSMETADATAANDTHEVINYL REVIVAL

THE FRAGILE LIBRARY

Big libraries feature significantly in themedia.
Heavy, glossy tomes have come frompublishers such
as Thames&Hudson and Taschen displaying cultural
wonders. Blockbuster series such asGame of
Thrones andApple’s recent Asimov behemoth, The
Foundation, give libraries an impressive place in their
storylines. Mega-libraries are regularly in the news,
space-age visions asserting the credentials of
nations and cultures around theworld.
Youmight call such fascination, the “Alexandria
Complex”. The sum-total of human knowledge
collected and stored in one glorious building. It reflects
themania for collecting on an imperial,
megalomaniacal scale. And, if knowledge is power,
such libraries represent omnipotence.

Another reason formedia attention is that libraries are
suffering cuts and closures, or simply not reopening
post-pandemic. Perhaps they are no longer needed.
Which of these two visions of the library is closest to
the truth?

Rich, complex and surprising
“The Library, A Fragile History” by Andrew Pettegree
and Arthur derWeduwen, tells a story that is complex
and fascinating. It is a story that sheds light on the
apparent paradox outlined above. The authors ask
questions –what is a library for? Dowe need them?
What should a library stock? – and offer thoroughly
researched answers, referencing different responses
throughout history. The story of the library is rich,
complex and surprising.

We learn, for example, about FernandoColon, son of
Christopher Columbus. A diplomat and bureaucrat in
the service of Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, Colon

was a fanatical book collector. Hewanted to recreate
the great Library of Alexandria. His efforts prefigured
theNational Libraries of today, such as collecting
pamphlets to represent the culture of his time.

Not that Colonwas indiscriminate. He spent a lot of
money, carefully andwisely. He demonstratedmany of
the attributes of the best librarians: attention to detail,
careful collection development, planning for future
acquisitions, detailed cataloguing using the
alphabetical Abecedarium system and introduced
extended content, adding a summary, where andwhen
an itemwas bought and howmuch it cost. His
collectionwas so vast, the library used shelving rather
than lecterns or chests, as was common at the time.

Obsession and hubris
Yet Colon’s passion and ambition smacks of obsession
and hubris. His choice of location, Seville, a gateway to
theNew-World boom town, was not ideal. On the
periphery of Europe, it attracted explorers on a one-
way ticket to land-grabs and gold, not bibliophiles. His
library was out on a limb. The intellectual elite of
Europe and the vibrant European book trade remained
in the centres of learning such as Paris and Venice.
Commerce revolved around the Frankfurt Book Fair,
then, as now, the place for dealing in books.

Colon’s newAlexandria quickly dispersed after his
death. Throughout the book, this is a familiar story.
Without the fuel of hismania, the collectionwas
something of an encumbrance, costly to store and
maintain. It was sold and broken up. The catalogue
became irrelevant as a tool, merely providing uswith
an historical document, referencing a towering edifice
fallen. Even today, a few pamphlets remain in

collections in Seville, sent by Colon fromGermany or
Venice or vicariously fromLyon. The dreamof a new
Alexandria is, maybe, an impossible one.

Honesty and humour
This is where “The Library, A Fragile History” succeeds
where the encomiums to the library as a phenomenon
fall short. The analysis is honest and faces up to reality.
The authors expose the boasts and displays of princes
that used book collecting as amark of superiority; they
reject the popular platitude that rows of dusty books
amount to a source of arcane power or that they
necessarily have value. Thewriters also enjoy a lively
wit, a seasoning thatmakes the authors’ erudition
much easier to digest. For example, they observe,
“Publishers watched the growth of Amazonwith the
appalled fascination of a French aristocrat catching
their first glimpse of the guillotine”.

The authors follow chronology but are not afraid to
juxtapose events, offering some tasty observations en
route.We learn that President Nixon kick-started the
new Library of Alexandria onlymonths before he quit
office and that, as themajor donor, SaddamHussein
was guest of honour at the library’s opening in 2002. It
also has the power to shock. The account of
depredations to libraries during the Reformationwill
strike terror into liberal hearts.

A rounded history
We start the story of the library as amark of privilege
and social position before it becomes the prerogative

of an intellectual elite then survives for centuries as a
"collectable" for the bourgeoisie. Eventually, it
becomes a resource available to all through 19th

century philanthropy and collective effort. The library
declines in its fortuneswith the fall of Rome (not that
the Romanswere very library-minded but they enjoyed
a good scroll), survives due to the labour of tireless
monks inmedieval Europe, and gains a foothold once
again through the zeal of humanists set against the
monastic “donkeys” – as they liked to castmonks. The
voyage entertains even if largely restricted to Europe
and its cultural and technological expansion.
References to the early history of libraries in other
cultures all but disappear early on.Western technology
and aggressive expansionism swept all before it.

The picture the authors reveal is that while the
concept of the library endures, libraries are ephemeral,
vulnerable things.Without a purpose, a collection is
quickly dispersed or destroyed. Despite our abiding
affection, sometimes idolatrous, for a particular library,
be it national or local, they don’t survive long. They are
nomatch for economic realities, antipathetic zeal, fire
or bookworms and damp.

Libraries are fluid, evolving
Libraries are fluid, evolvingwith the cultures and
individuals that fund them. Theymirror our ideals and
our practical requirements, age to age. Our current
love of big buildings and underground stacks,
collecting everythingwe can snapshot and store on
terabits of silicon alongsidemiles of shelves – a kind of
national portrait captured daily, is a result of
technological advance and improved, rapid
cataloguing. “The Library, a Fragile History” tells us,
“This, too, will change.”

Needless to say, “The Library, A Fragile History” is a
must-read for library professionals. It is also a
thoroughly engaging, thought-provoking read. Any
curious human beingwho has ever picked up a book
and thought. “I’ll buy this” or, indeed, “I’ll borrow it” is in
for treat. It is also an important antidote to the
simplistic presentation of the library as a big building
holding a lot of bookswith a studious gatekeeper
preserving amysterious body of knowledge. Such is an
image often evoked by today’smedia but never
realised or perhaps even possible or desirable.

The library is a fragile thing; all themore reason to love
it.

book review
by JohnHudson
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BDSWINSBIC SCEAAWARD

If you love libraries, you don’t want tomiss out on BDSlife.

In each issue youwill visit at least one of themost famous and inspiring
libraries in theworld, includingNational Libraries, catch up on the latest
ideas fromexperts, read interviewswith library professionals and industry

leaders, aswell as read about events and venues relevant to librarianship. At the same time youwill
get updates on all the latest innovations in BDS products and services.

Sign up to receive an email as soon as each issue is ready to read online or in pdf format.

BDS retained accreditation as a supplier of excellencewhen the BIC SCEAPanelmet in
late August 2021 to select awardwinners in the Supply Chain Excellence Awards. Nine
other organisations have been accredited in this quarter’s roundwhich requires
annual accreditation.
The award covers a diverse range of book industry sectors including publishers,
booksellers, printers, distributors, wholesalers and service providers. In all, 23
organisations hold BIC SCEA accreditation. These includeGardners, Harper Collins
Publishers, IngramContent GroupUK,Macmillan Distribution, PanMacmillan, Penguin
RandomHouse, ProQuest Coutts, and Sage Publishing.

“We'd like to take this opportunity to congratulate this quarter’s awardwinners for demonstrating that their
organisation ismodern, technically-capable, efficient to do business with, and compliant with industry standards
and practices,” wrote Karina Urquhart, Executive Director at BIC.
Application to BIC SCEA accreditation is free and open to BICmembers and non-members. The scope of the award
covers BIC’s areas of interest and activity across the supply chain from the initial provision of productmetadata
usingONIX, via EDImessaging (orders and invoices), right through to the efficientmanagement of returns and the
reporting of sales.
The scheme enables book industry organisations to demonstrate the efficiency of their supply chains for both
physical and digital products and to be recognised by trading partners and the book industry at large as the best in
their class for business efficiency, customer service, environmental concern and innovation. It aims to reward
companies large and small for their investment in automation and for innovative solutions to the supply chain issues
they face.
“We are delighted to have retained BIC SCEA accreditationwhichwe have held since the awardswere first
introduced and renewed on an annual basis,” says KeithWalters, TradeDataManager at BDS. “Recently, the Awards
were refreshed to reflect changing developments and environmental concerns around supply chainmanagement,
so it is particularly gratifying that the SCEA panel saw fit to include BDS in the select few awardwinners.”
The other eight accreditation award winners for this quarter are Above the Treeline, ForumBooks, IngramContent
GroupUK Ltd, The Little Ripon Bookshop, Pearson UK, Proquest Coutts, Publiship, and SAGE Publishing.
Organisations that have not yet applied to be accredited can find outmore about the SCEAAccreditation Scheme,
its deadlines and how to apply at https://www.bic.org.uk/61/Supply-Chain-Excellence-Award.
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